
the “Untold” Story of the Meng Wanzhou Case 
A comparative analysis of People’s daily and Voice of America

Method Corpus-assisted CDA

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is an approach to investigate

the relationship between discourse, ideology and power (Jefferies,

2010). It has been widely applied to news discourse analysis to

reveal the social and political inequality, manipulation and

domination. Several tools of CDA will be employed in this study,

such as transitivity, nominalization and referential choice.

As Fairclough (1992) noted, CDA is a very useful tool to carry out

detailed analysis. However, depth is usually achieved by scarifying

breadth: the more comprehensive and detailed the method is, the

fewer texts one is able to analyze (Hardt-Mautner, 1995). To solve

the dilemma, scholars have begun to combine CDA with the

corpus method.

Data collection
After scrutiny, forty-one relevant news reports were collected

manually from People's Daily, and twenty- five were collected

from Voice of America News. These reports have a time span of 3

years, from 2018 when Meng was arrested to 2021 when she

finally returned to China. Two corpora based on the texts of the

two media were built in the software the Prime Machine (Jeaco,

2015) separately.

Results and Analysis
RQ1 ： What is the difference between Meng Wanzhou's

referential choice in these two media?

VOA tends to refer to Meng as an individual and emphasizes her

social status by mentioning her position in Huawei and her family

background. Nevertheless, People's Daily foregrounds Meng's

identity as a Chinese citizen, which can evoke the feeling that

Meng is a part of "us" from Chinese readers.

Introduction
In 2018, Meng Wanzhou, Huawei's Chief Financial Officer, was

arrested by Canada on a warrant from the United States which

accused her of misleading the bank HSBC about Huawei's

transactions in Iran. After Meng's arrest, the spokesperson of the

Chinese Foreign Ministry repeatedly urged Canada and the US to

"correct the mistake" and release Meng immediately. Finally, in

the September of 2021, Meng was released and then returned to

China. The media worldwide have reported this case from

different perspectives. Media reports have their own political and

ideological positions, which can be revealed through analyzing

linguistical features of news texts (Dijk, 1988). This study

examines how the Chinese and American mainstream media

describe this event linguistically, what hidden messages they

convey behind words, and how they manipulate their readers

implicitly

RQ2： How do linguistical descriptions of the Meng 

Wanzhou case differ in these two media?

1）Arrest vs Detain
VOA: ARREST

"Arrest" appears 102 times in VOA's report, while it is only used

29 times by People's daily.

"arrest" is used as a noun in 100 out of the 102 concordance lines.

It can be viewed as the nominalization of the verb "arrest", which

means the act of taking someone to the police station and keeping

him or her there because the police believe he or she is guilty of a

crime. The sentences emphasize Meng's state of being caught and

foreground that Meng was in charge of crime by the police but

conceal the conductor of the action.

People’s Daily: DETAIN

"Detention" is one of the top 50 key words in the corpus of

People's Daily.

"Detain" means being forced to stay in some place and being

prevented from going somewhere by a powerful agent. It does not

necessarily involve crimes as the word "arrest" does. On the

contrary, it implies that the agent who did this action has much

power and the patient is the one who is oppressed. By choosing

the word "detain", People's Daily shaped Meng as a victim to a

strong power.

Conclusion
This analysis reveals that while the official Chinese press draws

upon linguistic strategies to emphasize Meng's innocence and

evoke people's patriotism and sympathy towards Meng, the

American press employs language to construct Meng as an upper-

class professional who was accused of crimes but faced no serious

punishment. Based on the findings, this paper uncovers different

ideological positions upheld by China and America, and the

antagonistic relationship between these two countries.

2）House arrest vs 3000 days 
VOA: house arrest in "an area mansion" "her multi-million-

dollar Vancouver home" and "her Vancouver mansion”

VOA emphasizes Meng's status as an upper class by mentioning

her property and implicitly points out that she did not face serious

punishment. This kind of expression can help alleviate the

seriousness of the case and reduce the amount of sympathy people

have for Meng.

People’s Daily: "a form of " house arrest & “1,000 days”

People‘s Daily uses a vague modifier “a form of” to describe the

“house arrest”. Its vagueness might result from the intention to

avoid people's hatred towards the rich. In the view of people who

believe in Communist, being wealthy represents the opposite –

Capitalism. People's Daily cautiously avoid sensitive subject that

might cause antagonism inside Chinese people.

In addition, when describing Meng's detention, People's Daily

tends to focus on how long Meng has been arrested rather than

how she was locked up. It mentioned "1,000 days" repeatedly to

emphasize the hardship Meng has gone through, which can evoke

readers' sympathy for Meng.


